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LED Street Light 
SkyLight



. Excellent Optic Design 

Perfect optic design

High-effective optical lens: optical materials 
imported from Bayer: refractive index=1.58, 
haze<0.5%, IES efficiency>=91%!

The optimal optical design: Longitudinal 
uniformity of brightness>=0.8, overall 
uniformity>=0.6
Height of space ratio 4: a handful of lamp 
beads height of space ratio>=4
Illumination/luminance <=14, saving 
30% energy

Excellent engineering performance: 2-3 
module meets the need of driveway 6, 4-6 
module meets the need of driveway 8-12

R-Table point-to-point light distribution 
technology: optical test calculation time reaches 
as high as 2,000,000 times one week.
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R-Table point-to-point light
distribution technology

Typical application contrast: two-way lane 6, 21-meter-wide street, 10-meter-high 
pole, 35 meters between the poles, 2-meter-wide sidewalk

Brand Power 
(w) 

Illumination 
(lx) 

Luminance 
uniformity 

luminan
ce 

(cd/m2)
Uo Ui TI

Surround 
ratio

R-Table
technology 120 15 0.61 1.1 0.60 0.85 10 0.62

Brands 120 15 0.548 0.81 0.52 0.74 6 0.48

Illumination/luminance: R-Table technology (13.6)

Brands(18.5)

Brightness 
raised by 35%

Uniformity 
raised by 10%

Specifications  
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Energy saving rate 

up to

70%
Industry’s average 

level is 55%

Original R-Table point-to-point light 
distribution technology makes the luminance of 
the road raised by 30%

Especially suitable for the 
project of contract energy 

management and renovation 

Significant advantage of R-Table Point-to-Point light distribution technology
1.the illumination and luminance of the light distribution are 20% lower than 
that of the others.
2.the real illumination effect is that the room is light-transparent and the road 
is brighter 

Advantages   
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Improve Design

Original Design

Improved Design

Low junction temperature: more-reasonably 
arranged and better heat dissipation 
(maximum temperature is 72º) 

High-effect heat dissipation design: 0.8kg 
single-mode aluminum support 40W-50W 
heat dissipation 

Thermology Design   



. Thermology Design   
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Beibei, Chongqing (Effect of single lens predecessor)

Cases    
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Our customers:

Glamour of Numbers:
As accumulated, more than 150000 streetlights and 40000 

tunnel lights have been applied !
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